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A message from our CEO, Dr Mark Carr
risks to modern slavery in our operations, creating
awareness of the different types of modern slavery
within the context of AB Sugar Group and the
sugar industry, through to establishing the process
for reporting any concerns or instances of modern
slavery by setting-up independent whistleblowing
hotlines and employee training, both online and in
face-to-face settings.
To build upon these achievements we have
developed this practical toolkit to support our
teams. It provides guidance on the approaches to
be adopted to go beyond minimum compliance as
part of our zero tolerance to modern slavery and
protecting those that could be vulnerable and need
support across our extended supply chain. This
toolkit aims to further guide, help understand and
mitigate any type of risk and build upon your local
approaches in meeting the expectations of the law,
our customers and our communities.

“Our commitment to listen,
act and tackle modern slavery”
As a diverse international sugar business working
in agriculture on four continents, we face complex
challenges related to human rights and modern
slavery across our operations. Despite requiring
bespoke approaches on the ground in each of our
operating markets, the one unifying approach that
we all have is to remain constantly vigilant about
this issue, both in our direct operations and our
wider supply chains.
Our role as leaders is to ensure that all individuals,
whether full-time, part-time, seasonal or
contracted, understand the different forms of
modern slavery, recognise when human rights may
have been breached within our end-to-end supply
chain and offer confidential routes for the reporting
of potential abuses.
We have made great strides on this to date. From
undertaking mapping exercises to identifying the

We are always looking at ways to be a worldleader in the industry and how we look after the
welfare of our workforce is pivotal to this journey.
It is therefore important that as leaders we
demonstrate a proactive approach to addressing
modern slavery risks, continually protecting our
workers and meeting our legal obligations and the
expectations of our customers too. We all have
a desire to place our businesses at the heart of a
sustainable future in the markets and communities
where we operate and this is our opportunity to
progress further towards this vision.
Thank you for all that we have achieved so far and
to your teams for their dedicated work in this area.
I look forward to your continued support and focus
as we progress on this journey.

Regards,
Dr Mark Carr, AB Sugar
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Crop sourcing

Inbound logistics

Conversion

Outbound logistics

Support services

Key further reading
The ABF Red Book, the ABF Code of Conduct and the
AB Sugar Modern Slavery Annual Statement sets out our
company accountabilities and responsibilities in an open and
transparent way for all our stakeholders to read and inform their
opinions about us, from being an employer of choice through to
being a supplier of choice for our range of products.

40.3 million

men, women and children
are victim of modern slavery
throughout the world1

24.9 million
in forced labour2 and
71% are women1,
24% are children1

Sugar is among the ‘Top 5 products at risk of modern
slavery imported into the G20’ worth USD 2.1 billion2

16 million

people
are exploited in the private
sector such as domestic work,
construction or agriculture3

TOP

5

Did you know?

The European and African continents are equally affected,
with respectively 3.2 and 3.4 million people in situation of
forced labour, and over 16 million in Asia and the Pacific1

1

4

Modern slavery falls within our
Global Mind, Local Champions
sustainability framework through
which we are committed
to building thriving
and healthy
communities

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@dgreports/@dcomm/documents/publication/wcms_575479.pdf accessed June 2020
2
https://www.globalslaveryindex.org/2018/findings/highlights/ accessed June 2020
3
http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/lang--en/index.htm accessed June 2020

What is modern slavery?
Modern slavery is not a new phenomenon, it
happens in every region and continent of the world.
It refers to situations of exploitation that a person
cannot refuse or leave because of threats, violence,
coercion, deception and/or abuse of power4.

In our industry specifically, the most relevant
potential risks our businesses face are: child
labour, forced labour, bonded labour, and human
trafficking – but what do these mean for us?

Child labour and the worst forms of child labour
The International Labour Organization (ILO)
convention sets the general minimum age for
admission to employment or work at 15 years (13
for light work) and the minimum age for hazardous
work at 18 (16 under certain strict conditions). It
provides for the possibility of initially setting the
general minimum age at 14 (12 for light work)
where the economy and educational facilities are
insufficiently developed, which is the case for
countries like Malawi and Tanzania.

Work that is likely
to harm health,
safety or morals of
children

Under the ILO convention 1825, the worst forms
of child labour include any form of forced labour,
the commercial sexual exploitation of children
and work which by its nature is likely to harm
the health, safety or morals of children. Each
ratifying country is responsible for developing a
country-based definition of the worst forms of
child labour, producing a list of hazardous work
and the minimum age to which it applies.
For more information about the definition of worst
forms of child labour in your country of operation,
refer to the list of hazardous work published by
your national government.

We review all our service providers annually to identify
those with the highest potential risks of modern slavery.
This is based on evolving risk in the sector, their contract
type, the level of skill involved in the work, wages, and
our visibility of the service provider.
Tesco – Modern Slavery Statement 20186

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/documents/publication/wcms_575479.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C182
6
https://www.tescoplc.com/media/392433/modern_slavery_act.pdf
4
5
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Forced labour

Working against
their will under the
threat of some form
of punishment or
denial of freedom

As per the ILO forced labour convention,
1930 (No 29)7, forced labour entails all work
or service which is exacted from any person
under the menace of any penalty and for
which the said person has not offered him/
herself voluntarily.

In summary, forced labour
is the combination of these
three factors:
Any work or service,
whether paid or unpaid
Menace, coercion, threat
or perceived threat of harm
Absence of choice or
consent

Farmers must ensure that all workers have chosen their
employment voluntarily. Recruitment processes must be
transparent and workers must be provided with contracts
in their own language, where necessary, this may include
a verbal explanation to workers. Farmers should ensure
that workers understand the terms of their employment
contracts.
If any breaches are identified in relation to the employment
of children and young people, appropriate remedial
measures should be taken which put the interests of the
children / young people and their families first.
AB InBev - Responsible Sourcing Principles for Farms8
– October 2018

6

7
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C029
https://www.ab-inbev.com/content/dam/universaltemplate/ab-inbev/Better%20World/Our%20Policies/Responsible-Sourcing-Principles-forFarms_041018_FINAL_LegalCASignOff---Copy2.pdf accessed July 2020
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Where people have
borrowed money
they can not repay
and are required to
work to pay of their
debt

Bonded labour

Unauthorised salary deductions

A form of forced labour under which a worker is
required to work in repayment for a debt such as
a loan, a recruitment fee, deposit or even fine.

Even for work clothes / Personal Protection
Equipment (PPE), deposits or training are considered
as bonded labour. Loans and saving schemes must
follow rules set by national government legislation.

Example: A loan shark could be partnering
with a labour broker to organise a work
placement for their debtors. People owing
money to a loan shark are forced to work
through the labour broker in any given
company but do not receive their salary
which is transferred directly to the loan shark.

Example: In South Africa, workers must
ensure signed agreement, deductions
must appear on the payslip and cannot
exceed a certain percentage of the wage
as defined. Loans and saving schemes
failing to comply would be considered
bonded labour.

Human
Trafficking
The unlawful act of transporting or coercing people
in order to benefit from their work or service
through forced labour or sexual exploitation.

Example: Seasonal workers working
on a farm or in a plant through a legally
contracted labour broker could have been
trafficked without you knowing.
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Chapter 1: Training – a practical
approach to building confidence
within our teams
We need to build confidence within our teams so
they can recognise if modern slavery is happening
at any point in our end-to-end supply chain,
know how to raise the flag and investigate any
allegation or grievance raised to us.
To help start building this confidence, a
compulsory training module has been created
for our extended leadership teams, or indeed, for
use more broadly in our businesses, with ABF’s
Procurement and Corporate Responsibility teams.
It aims to be as business neutral as possible, so
is not specifically created for the sugar industry,
however all the content is entirely relevant.
To access the training, please contact AB Sugar’s
Comms team at communications@absugar.com
and they will arrange for an online training account
to be created.
Looking more broadly, when thinking about your
country-specific training programme there are
several options that could be considered as part
of this, for example:
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• Further online training for individuals to complete
• Organise team training sessions (solely, or with
reputable training organisations) to encourage
discussion and understanding within specific
team functions, for example: Agriculture, HR,
Operations, Procurement, Logistics, etc.
• Include training within the induction process for
new starters
• Incorporate training and discussions within pre
and post-campaign briefings
• Creation of awareness and educational materials
to be used across company communication
channels
All of these options could also be supplemented
by watching this modern slavery animation
that was created to explain in a simple way the
different types of modern slavery in the context
of AB Sugar and the sugar industry. It takes
examples from across the end-to-end supply
chain and shows how modern slavery risks
could exist in a variety of scenarios. It also sets
out the process of reporting any concerns, as
well as how to contact the relevant independent
whistleblowing hotlines, Deloitte and Expolink.

NOTE: If you’re unable to view this video in Vimeo, please click here

Case study: Fanie Horn,
Grower Support Manager, Noodsberg,
Illovo Sugar South Africa
Fanie and his small team of grower support
officers currently support approximately 1,500
small-scale growers who supply cane to the
Noodsberg factory in South Africa. Over recent
years, the team’s focus has been to empower the
local growers with the knowledge, understanding
and tools to ensure a sustainable cane supply to
the mill.
As part of its education programme, the team
partnered with Stronger2Gether (S2G), an
independent NGO aiming to reduce modern
slavery within supply chains. S2G have supported
the team with running a series of training sessions
with the growers and contractors which covered
off modern slavery principles and standards
that they are required to meet. The sessions are
carried out within the community at local halls,
where all aspects of modern slavery are discussed
including forced labour and child labour.

The team believe that the introduction of
Stronger2Gether into the process has been a
huge success given their independent expertise
in this area, and that it is possible to open a
dialogue of this nature with suppliers, contractors
and growers as long as the right people are in the
room and the purpose is clear.

Noodsberg factory
in South Africa

The response to the training sessions has been
wholly positive from the growers and contractors,
with subsequent training planned to build on what
has already been learnt. When the grower team
are out in the field with the growers, conversation
around modern slavery continues too.
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Chapter 2: Understanding where our
supply chains could be vulnerable
Modern slavery can happen anywhere in
the world and at any point in our end-to-end
supply chain, irrespective of location, language
or season. That’s why it’s so important that we
are continually alert and aware of what is taking
place around us, as well as simply knowing when
something just doesn’t feel right.
Of course, if you
feel something isn’t
right, the guidance
is simple, report it.

To help understand what modern slavery could
look like within our supply chains, below are
some common factors that could make workers
vulnerable:
• Minority groups, female workers and children
• High levels of unemployment within the region
• Low education or skill levels
• Being a migrant, far from home, not always
fluent in the local languages or customs
• Poor worker empowerment and unionisation
In addition, the following table can help identify
risk factors and spot any potential signs we would
need to act upon.

Potential risk or practice

Why it matters

Results or consequences you
might experience

Seasonality and use of seasonal
labour

•C
 reates competitive environment for
workers
• Use of agencies

• High levels of migrated labour
• Use of recruitment fees in order to
secure the job

Uncertain policy environment

•L
 ack of clear guidance on labour
legislation and issues, unclear
interpretation of laws and practices
•W
 eak or under resourced Labour
Departments, unable to police
Labour Practices

• Temporary employment service with
unclear labour practices
• Lack of clarity on overtime

Migration for economic, social or
political reasons

• Destabilising supply chains

• Exploitative conditions
• Workers showing fear or anxiety
• Workers distrustful to the authorities
• Workers unable to present
identification documents

Poverty and high level of
unemployment in surrounding and
farming communities

•H
 igh pressures of unemployment
and poverty increase vulnerability
and put some workers or farmers at
risk of exploitation and abuse

• Workers physically abused or injured
• Children gathering on or near
production areas during school time

Price volatility, increasing costs of
production or drastic cost reduction
policies

•C
 ost cutting measures at the
expense of compliance with labour
laws

• Continuous overtime
• Workers constantly tired
• Workers not presented with PPE

Prevalence of child led carer in
household

•P
 andemics, illness and instability
leaving children responsible for their
household
•S
 pecific types of work in fields and
factories not suited for children

• Children gathering on or near
production areas during school time
• Workers unable to justify their age

Lack of appropriately trained labour
brokers and trained HR consultants

• Biased interpretation of labour laws
•K
 nowingly or unknowingly resorting
to inappropriate labour practices

• Workers paying fees to access
employment
• Workers working excessive hours
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The supplier respects the freedom of movement of employees.
None of their employees should pay for their job. Fees and
costs associated with recruitment and employment should be
paid by the supplier. All employees, including contract workers,
should work freely. They should be aware of the terms and
conditions of their work and be paid regularly as agreed.
The supplier respects the rights of the child as stated in the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, including the right to
education, the right to rest and play and the right to have basic
needs met. The Supplier will not engage in, or allow, child
labour within their facilities or in those of their suppliers.
Heineken Supplier Code of Conduct9

https://www.theheinekencompany.com/sites/theheinekencompany/files/our-company/how-we-run-our-business/code-conduct/
Heineken-NV-2019-Supplier-Code.pdf accessed July 2020
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Chapter 3: Shaping your plans further
Building on from what you’ve achieved so far, below are some further ideas that could be used to
incorporate within your action plans.

Create a due diligence process and log
This allows you to continuously monitor your
supply chain by identifying potential areas
at risk and developing a plan to address these risks
systematically. As part of this log, you can:
1. Identify your perceived ’top’ vulnerabilities. For
example, seasonal migrant workers, use of
contractors, small scale growers, transport and
logistics, etc.
2. Review the log on an annual basis within your
business leadership teams
3. Develop or evolve your plans. This could be as
simple as keeping a watching brief to mitigate
risks on a recruitment agency selection, reviewing
company audits or speaking to local NGO’s or third
parties.
4. Monitor, monitor, monitor – changes in
circumstances can happen at any time in any area of the supply chain. Create opportunities within
leadership meetings to review and discuss any changes in the operating environment that could form
a potential risk within this area.

Tip!

A due diligence log helps you keep track of risk assessments, monitoring
progress or identifying trends – helping you to act!

Supply chain audits
Audits are part of our daily business
operations, ranging from financial audits
through to customer audits, helping us to
demonstrate compliance and accurate recordings.
Check any compliances around worker rights and
worker well-being, as these can be an early indicator
that we might have a problem.
Check that there are modern slavery questions in
your current audit process. We would advise all audits
undertaken throughout the year are centralised within
your audit records so they are accessible, should they
be required if the business receives any allegations or
as part of any investigation.
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Outreach – Listen as part of your outreach and
advocacy programmes
… to the communities.
The more you engage, listen and involve your surrounding
communities, supply chain partners and civil society, the
more you can understand or reduce potential risks, as well
as assure and educate communities on the work you are
undertaking on addressing any potential issues that could
be related to our Code of Conduct.

Engage, listen
and involve your
surrounding
communities

There are many ways you can address this as part of your
engagement strategies, including:
• Appoint a point of contact in your business, someone easily approachable with good communication
and listening skills. Some of the potential issues could be sensitive and choosing a female point of
contact could also prove more beneficial in opening to a larger audience and ensuring people feel safe
to communicate with you
• Use the most appropriate communication channels and assets for your local market
• Use vernacular languages over English, where appropriate
• Be prepared to listen.
… to your supply chain partners
We have a duty to trade responsibly and ensure the people with whom we deal with, and in particular
our growers, suppliers, partners, representatives and others, have the same values and standards as us
and comply with our Code of Conduct. Most of our supply chain partners will want to participate in our
efforts in these areas as they too may have other customers with the same expectations and will want
to partner with us to avoid any potential risks or share with us any potential areas of risk. In some of our
operations, they are also influential actors within the communities we operate in and share the same
aspirations for thriving and healthy communities.

We have a zero-tolerance
approach to Modern Slavery of
any kind within our operations
and supply chain. Together
with The Coca-Cola Company,
we expressly prohibit any
form of human trafficking
within our system or by any
company that directly supplies
or provides services to our
business.
Coca Cola European
Partners – Modern Slavery
Statement 201810

https://www.cocacolaep.com/assets/Governance_docs/Governance-Documents/f7e4b37e4e/4.c.i.Modern-Slavery-Statement.pdf
accessed June 2020
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Campaign inductions/briefings,
new projects, new expansions
As part of our business operations we
have many briefing opportunities to
create awareness, educate and train our teams,
and nurture discussions. Or simply, remind our
teams what they need to know. These are just
some of the forums that could be considered
within your plans:
• Pre-and post-campaign induction briefings
– with staff, growers, contractors, seasonal
workers
• At the start of new capital projects with all
stakeholders, both internal and external
• Induction of seasonal workers, new
contractors, employees etc
• Visitors at our sites and operations

Tip!

Think about the materials you may need to create for your briefings. Posters,
infographics, leaflets, videos and much more are all useful assets to use and can
be made easily accessible.

Procurement and contracting
As part of agreeing our supplier
contracts, including both beet and
cane supply agreements, discussing
the ABF Red Book, our Code of Conduct,
and in particular our zero tolerance to modern
slavery, should form part of the standard
procedure when signing or reviewing contracts
with all suppliers and service providers.
It is also advisable that where possible,
translation into the vernacular language should
be arranged where there could be potential
language barriers, or if there are any literacy
concerns. Alternatives such as supplying an
infographic version of our Code of Conduct
(See Appendix 1: ABF Code Of Conduct)
should be made available to support everyone
on the values and standards we expect. It is also our responsibility to take these measures to ensure we
are supporting and providing information in a way that is clear and understandable to support them in
being compliant with our Code of Conduct.

Tip!
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All supplier contracts, including both beet and cane supply agreements, should
include the ABF Red Book and our Code of Conduct in the terms and conditions.

Chapter 4:
We Listen, We Act, We Remedy
For anyone that has a concern about a potential
breach of our modern slavery policy, these are
the options available to register their grievance or
allegation and enable us to eliminate any potential
practices.

Whistleblowing hotlines
For our employees
• Speak to their line manager
• Speak to ABF’s internal audit team
For our employees and all other stakeholders
• Call our independent whistleblowing hotlines
o International, excluding South Africa: Expolink
o Illovo / South Africa: Deloitte

Tip!

Grievance mechanism

We have created a new guidance document
for grievance mechanisms called “We Listen,
We Act, We Remedy” to help provide a clear
and transparent framework for addressing
grievances or allegations reported on different
processes within the workplace. This can also
be incorporated or adapted within your existing
grievance mechanism to help strengthen and
ensure we are capturing all that we need.
Any case or allegation of modern slavery should
be reported within 24 hours over the telephone
to AB Sugar’s Head of Advocacy. The Head of
Advocacy will support with an investigation, led
by the country Managing Director and local team.

A copy of the Grievance Remediation Mechanism “We Listen, We Act, We Remedy”
can be found on the AB Sugar website at https://www.absugar.com/modern-slavery

We Listen

It’s important that we have a readiness to receive
grievances or allegations, that are received
without bias and are managed in a fair and
objective process to support anyone raising
concerns. As part of our role in supporting this
process and listening to anyone, you can contact
us in confidence at welistenweact@absugar.com
and we will discuss any concerns and raise these
with AB Sugar’s Head of Advocacy.
It is not unusual for organisations to receive
allegations or grievances within their supply
chains from potential victims, through to NGO’s,
suppliers and members of our communities. It is
our role to be ready, listen and act to these.

Tip!

It doesn’t matter how big or small, insignificant or politically loaded a grievance may
be perceived, we need to know about it and deal with it.
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We Act

Once grievances have been received, we need
to demonstrate that we are giving them all due
consideration and we act upon these:
…by launching an investigation
Every eligible grievance received must be investigated
and as part of this process; we will ask complainants
and appropriate stakeholders for their version of the
facts and opinion on how the matter can be solved.
In case of allegations of modern slavery, the
investigation will be launched by the Head of Advocacy
at AB Sugar, led by the in-country Managing Director
and local team, under guidance from selected and
trustworthy pre-identified civil society organisation
partners.

We Remedy
…by listening through remediation
At the end of any investigation, we should seek
for remediation in an inclusive manner and
take a rights-based approach in the design of
every remediation plan. The execution of the
remediation plan should be monitored and
reported against.
Find the full Grievance and Remediation process
document in our Grievance and Remediation
handbook.

Tip!

Use leaflets and posters in your offices, farms, factories and agricultural facilities
so that all workers directly employed or employed by contractors, can have visible
access to basic information on what modern slavery is and how they can contact
our Whistleblowing numbers.

Contact list for support
If you have any questions or would like further support, why not contact one of us!
• AB Sugar: Katharine Teague, Head of Advocacy katharine.teague@absugar.com
• AB Sugar China: Manran Liu, Marketing Manager, AB Sugar China manran.liu@absugarchina.com
• Azucarera: Isabel Vasserot, Director of Corporate Relations & Sustainability isabel.vasserot@azucarera.es
• British Sugar: Ruth Day, Head of Advocacy & Communications ruth.day@britishsugar.com
• Illovo Sugar Africa: Benjamin Cousin, Group Sustainability Manager bcousin@illovo.co.za
16

Appendix 1 - ABF Code of Conduct
The ABF Supplier Code of Conduct is available online.
The infographic below can be used with suppliers in low-literacy environments and adapted to
match your company’s brand identity:

We take our duty to trade responsibly extremely
seriously and want to ensure that any suppliers,
businesses, stakeholders, partners or individuals
with whom we deal with live up to our values and

standards to act responsibly. As such, suppliers and
representatives should comply with the principles
set out below as a minimum across their own
supply chains and be compliant with all local laws.

Employment is freely
chosen

Freedom of
association and the
right to collective
bargaining are
respected

Working conditions
are safe and hygienic

Child labour shall not
be used

Land Acquisition

Living wages are paid

Working hours are not
excessive

No discrimination is
practised

Regular employment
is provided

No harsh or
inhumane treatment
is allowed

Confidentiality

No bribery or
corruption will be
tolerated

Environmental
management

Quality

Audit and termination
of agreements
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Appendix 2 - National Legislation
Table 1. Legislation regarding child work per country
Country

Useful links to understand minimum age legislation in your country

China

https://www.ilo.org/ipecinfo/product/download.do?type=document&id=27081

Eswatini

http://www.osall.org.za/docs/2011/03/Swaziland-Employment-Act-of-1980.pdf
See article 97 and 98

Malawi

http://www.ucw-project.org/attachment/01102018412Malawi_child_labour_youth_
employment.pdf

Mozambique

https://meusalario.org/mocambique/lei-de-trabalho/tratamento-justo/menores-e-juventude

Spain

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex4.listResults?p_lang=en&p_country=ESP&p_
count=1688&p_classification=04&p_classcount=26

South Africa

https://mywage.co.za/decent-work/fair-treatment/child-labour#:~:text=The%20
Basic%20Conditions%20of%20Employment,age%2C%20if%20this%20is%20
older.&text=Children%20aged%2015%20to%2018,that%20places%20them%20at%20risk.

Tanzania

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex4.detail?p_lang=en&p_isn=96139

United Kingdom

https://www.gov.uk/child-employment

Zambia

https://mywage.org/zambia/decent-work/fair-treatment/child-labour-1#:~:text=Is%20
Child%20Labour%20legal%20in,the%20age%20of%20fifteen%20years.

Table 2. Lists of hazardous work per country
Country

Link to list of hazardous work – prohibited for children under 18

China

https://www.ilo.org/ipecinfo/product/download.do?type=document&id=27081

Eswatini

Not available online – request from appropriate Ministry

Malawi

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/docs/MONOGRAPH/93425/109191/F696194918/MWI93425.pdf
See pages 4 to 5 for Agricultural and other sectors

Mozambique

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/docs/ELECTRONIC/106420/130733/F1846847640/
decreto%2068%20mozambique.pdf

Spain

https://www.boe.es/eli/es/d/1957/07/26/(1)/dof/spa/pdf

South Africa

https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/328627.pdf

Tanzania

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex4.detail?p_lang=en&p_isn=96139
See part II section 7

United Kingdom

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1998/3262/made for agriculture
https://www.gov.uk/child-employment/restrictions-on-child-employment on general restrictions

Zambia

https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/docs/SERIAL/95833/113000/F-1150065941/ZMB95833.pdf
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